SFBay Area ISOC Chapter had an exciting visit by the NARALO Chair Glenn McKnight and met with Louie Lee Konstantin Kalaitzidis & Leah Symekher on Google Campus. Additionally Chapter members and the Board had an informative and productive meeting with ICANN executives at Google SFO Offices, followed by a great networking business-social event with ISOC executives on March 29th in SFO. All were in SFO for the RightsCon Conference.

Various NARALO ALS have been participating in this event

See if you can identify them in these pictures

Canadian Internet Forum
Did you know that there is a NARALO collaborative calendar where you can include all your events for others to see and follow? Email Glenn McKnight your events and he will share it in the community calendar for you.

Check the Calendar here

Word Puzzle by Akelas Council

If you know the answer send it to: puzzle_answer@isocpr.org

Last issue answer: "Repeat After Me"